Microscopy is an essential tool for the observation of microbial effectors in host cells. Manual evaluation of the acquired image data is elaborate and error prone. Thus, in order to increase objectivity and reproducibility of results, an automated evaluation of the experiment is performed. The present study evaluates methods to delineate HeLa cells depicted in phase-contrast (PC) micrographs, with and without the additional use of the DAPI stained cell nuclei. For initial cell detection a variance filter is applied to the PC micrographs. Based on this foreground cells are segmented with an intensity based k-means clustering. In a second step, the foreground areas are refined to match the cell boarders by region growing on the background. These foreground areas are used to study the performance of cell separation methods, namely seeded watershed (SW) and graph cuts (GC). Either the maxima of the distance transform of the foreground regions in the PC images ("dist") or alternatively regions of the cell nuclei ("nuc") obtained from the DAPI channel are utilized to initialize the cell separation methods. For the detailed evaluation of segmentation quality the cells were categorized to four classes, namely isolated cells, touching cells, overlapping and overlaying cells. With regards the rating of the obtained performance using the Jaccard overlap measure, an intra-observer variance was determined as the median of performance values of all cells with p=0.79. The performance using seeds of type "dist" resulted in p SW (dist)=0.59 for watershed transform and p GC (dist)=0.60 for graph cuts. Switching seeds to type "nuc" performance improved to p SW (nuc)=0.72 for watershed transform and p GC (nuc)=0.69 for graph cuts.
Introduction
Microscopic studies, as e.g. about microbial effectors in host cells require interpretation of large amounts of cell micrographs. Especially, quantitative evaluation by human experts is very time consuming, repetitive, and error prone work. The results may also vary between two observations of the same observer or among two different human observers. In order to increase the reliability of the results and avoid biased interpretation of the image data, automated image analysis algorithms using objective criteria for cell segmentation are necessary. Focusing on phase-contrast (PC) microscopy, the aim of this study is to find appropriate algorithms for the delineation of bipolar HeLa cells (cf. Image 1a). As PC images are often part of multi-channel images, florescence micrographs from DAPI stained cell nuclei (cf. Image b) are also incorporated in the experiments to add supportive information to the segmentation. So far, various algorithms have been proposed for the automated segmentation of bi-and multipolar cells in PC images. The main challenges emerge because fore-and background intensity values are similar and most of the cells are at least partially surrounded by a Halo, cf. Image 1. Proposed methods apply the standard deviation filter, enabling the use of standard thresholding techniques to obtain an initial segmentation [1, 2] . Other approaches focus on the strong edges at cell borders. The multiresolution approach of Theriault et al. uses the gradient magnitude for cell segmentation [3] . Debir et al. proposed a randomized approach with the weakened watershed. In the area of live cell imaging, many approaches apply level sets for segmentation and tracking to PC images [5] .
Materials and Methods
This study deals with two algorithms for cell segmentation and separation, namely the seeded watershed transform (SW) and graph cuts (GC). As both of these methods employ prior knowledge from an initial segmentation, we present a method for figure-ground separation in the following section. Also part of the question is how different quality and type of seeds affect the segmentation performance. Thus, we additionally employ the DAPI channel to obtain high quality seeds and use seeds extracted from our initial segmentation as a second approach.
Image Material
For image acquisition of the HeLa cells a 20x oil immersion objective mounted to a Zeiss Axiovert 
Figure-ground-separation of HeLa cells cytoplasm
The two evaluated algorithms for cell segmentation and separation, seeded watershed as well as graph cuts, both need an initial delineation between foreground and background pixels to produce best possible results. For initial cell detection a standard deviation filter is applied to the source image I and the resulting image I' is then divided by the source image I''=I/I'. In the resulting image I'' the foreground regions (cells), which are supposed to have a higher local intensity variance than the slowly varying background, can be separated by k-means clustering from the image background. The k-means clustering offers flexible adjustment of the threshold value by modifying the number of clusters. Morphological hole filling is applied to close small spots inside the cells. The result depicted in Image 2 (b) denotes that the white regions cover the complete cell areas but do not match exactly the cells. Thus, region growing of the background is applied to refine the cell regions. Therefore, the source image I is prepared with an edgepreserving diffusion filter (cf. Image 2c) [6] . The region growing is initialized with the initial cell regions and performed on gradient of the filtered source image. As can be seen in the result in Image 2 (d), problems emerge if cells stick densely together. The decision between cell and background is very complicated in this area and may lead to mistakes.
Cells seeds
Both of the employed and evaluated algorithms needs initial seed points for the segmentation and separation of cells. For the comparisons, we incorporate two types of seeds. If only the PC images are available, the local maxima of the distance transformed image resulting from the figure-ground separation are a common approach for estimation of seed points. Here, we incorporate additional knowledge about cell size to obtain more reliable seed points. Thus, only local maxima are used as seed points, which have a certain distance from the border and have a certain distance between each other. This seeding approach will later on be referenced as "dist".
Another approach for the segmentation of multi-channel micrographs is the utilization of the image depicting the cell nuclei. Here, the cell nuclei have manually been annotated. For mitotic cells, decision if a nucleus must be split is a tedious task with low reproducibility.
Hence, manual annotation of the data is performed to ensure that each cell contains exactly one single nucleus.
Cell Splitting with Graph Cuts and Watershed
After the conditioning figure-ground separation step, the adjacent cells sticking together in cell clusters (cf. Image 2 d) have to be split into single cells. Many algorithms such as the watershed transform, morphological operations or level sets can be used to separate such cell clusters. For this work, two methods are applied and compared, based on the graph cuts algorithm and the seeded watershed transform. The graph cuts approach defined by Boykov et al. [7] can be used for image segmentation by minimizing the following energy function for a binary partitioning A:
This function is evaluated for each pixel p out of a set of pixels P in a neighborhood system N(p). The term denotes a penalty value for assignment of a pixel p to a specific label l out of a set of labels L. Here we consider the foreground and background label. With the Dirac-distribution ( ) between the labels and of the pixels, in the term , a penalty value for assigning a boundary between the fore-and background is described. The cell separation is performed on those cell areas which have previously been detected with the figure-ground separation step (cf. Section 2.1), and contain more than one seed. The main reason for this are touching and overlapping cells. But over segmentation caused by imprecise figure-ground separation can also lead to merging of isolated cells. With the graph cuts approach a binary partition is built from the initial foreground segmentation regions. Now the segmented cell clusterpixels are regarded as new background, while the cells to be found are regarded as foreground. Hence, the seed of the actually processed cell is added as foreground pixels to the binary partitioning and all other seeds are added to the background. The penalty matrix of the term is filled according to the binary partitioning. Thus, the penalty coefficient is set to 1 if a foreground seed is detected as background by the graph cut. The same penalty is obtained if a background seed is assigned as foreground. If the pixels is correctly labeled by the graph cut or is not belonging to the foreground or background class, the penalty value is set to 0 (cf. Image 3 c).
The second term controls the computed cut at cell boundaries. As the cell boundaries show strong edges due to the halo effect, the gradient magnitude is used for calculating the penalties
The gradient magnitude is computed with the Differential of Gaussian (DoG) filter with the standard deviation . The resulting image is masked with the initial cell area, to ensure that the cut passes through the initial cell area and at the cell's boundary. The energy minimization is performed repeatedly for every foreground seed in the cell area and repeated for all areas with more than one cell seed inside.
For comparison of segmentation performance the seeded watershed transform which is widely established for cell separation in literature, is applied to the gradient magnitude of the original image. The gradients are interpreted as height values. By successively flooding of the catchment basins, watersheds are found at highest gradients between two adjacent cells. The watershed transform often tends to over segmentation. Thus, the seeded watershed transform is used, where the flooding is started at seed points, so that the number and the position of cells can be controlled [8] .
Evaluation methods
For evaluation, the automated segmentation is matched to the manually provided ground truth according to the Jaccard coefficient:
For each automatically segmented cell the best matching cell in the ground truth is searched successively. The cell is deleted from the ground truth cell list to prevent that a cell is selected twice. The overlap must exceed a threshold to ensure that only corresponding cells are matched [9] .
Results
The segmentation performance is calculated as the median of the performance values of single cells in the corresponding group. The results are shown in Image 5 and performance values are listed in Table 1 . The best performance is shown by the seeded watershed with the cell nuclei from the DAPI channel as seed points at an overall performance of ( ) 0.72, followed by the graph cuts algorithm using the nuclei . If both of the algorithms are applied with seeds from distance transform the SW is slightly outperformed by GC. The corresponding median Jaccard overlap is ( ) and ( ) 0.59 for the watershed transform based cell splitting method. In order to rate these values, the inter-observer variance and the intra-observer variance were determined which denote the agreement between two different human observers and the agreement between two observations of the same human experts, respectively. After re-annotation of the cells by a second expert, the inter-observer variance is determined as 0.77. For the intra-observer variance the value 0.79 is measured.
The drop of the segmentation performance in the class of overlapping cells can be explained because the overlapping cells are treated similar to touching cells and ignoring the overlap areas. Hence, an error is introduced proportional to the size of the overlap. In the cell overlaying class also one part of a cell can be cut off from the main part by an overlapping cell. In this case the error is higher, since the segmentation algorithm will cut off the part or in worst case assigns it to the adjacent cell. A strong decrease is recognized when the seeds extracted from the distance transform are employed in the segmentation. In this case the graph cuts algorithm shows more robustness than the seeded watershed transform.
Conclusions
In the present study we have investigated the influence of the quality of seeds for cell separation on the segmentation result of Hela cells in PC micrographs. We have evaluated two algorithms, namely seeded watershed and graph cuts. Both methods showed similar results. The segmentation is strongly dependent of the seed type. The performance rose if cell nuclei from the DAPI channel are used instead of the local maxima of the distance transformation. Also the performance dropped for the different cell classes from isolated over touching and overlapping to overlaying cells. In all, the achieved segmentation results reach the similar level as the inter-and intra-observer variances in the isolated cell class. Also the performance in the touching class showed suitable results in comparison with human observers. For the delineation of overlaying cells further research is required due to the insufficient results. Maybe additional terms in the energy function may help to increase the segmentation performance of the graph cut algorithm. Table 1 Overview over segmentation performance using Jaccard overlap measure.
